Today’s work environment looks a lot different than it used to
MORE COMPLEXITY.
CONSTANT CHANGE.
DISPERSED TEAMS.
BLURRED BORDERS.
FASTER OUTPUT.

Multiple workstreams, systems and processes.
Shifting focus leads to wasted budgets.
Distributed, remote, and multidisciplinary workforce.
Work spans partners, vendors, and departments.
More deliverables and tight timelines than ever before.

60% of work today is “unstructured” – fluid, reactive, and ad hoc activities often requiring collaboration
and managed using generic tools like email, calendars, docs, and spreadsheets

To innovate and win, organisations must become DYNAMIC

Smartsheet is the only platform that can scale from a single project to end-to-end work management,
connecting business on a no-code, cloud-based platform where anyone can create the solution they need —
the Dynamic Work Management tool that empowers organizations and teams to dynamically plan, execute,
and report on work to move faster, drive innovation, and achieve more.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Align work, people, and technology: Bring together people, processes, and technology to connect the
work being done across your organization — and ensure alignment with corporate goals
Empower teams to rapidly build digital solutions: Give everyone the power to automate workflows and
design solutions that work based on their needs with an intuitive, no-code platform
Move quickly and act with agility: Give people a solution flexible enough to adapt to the nature and
scale of any initiative so your organisation can rapidly respond to constant change with agility
Better Decisions Faster: Get real-time visibility into what matters most to your business with one
version of the truth and real-time reporting across your whole portfolio, department or project
Increased productivity: Reduce time spent on routine work with automated workflows and pre-built

forms, sheets, reports and dashboards and templates you can modify and adapt whenever
Deploy with Confidence: Enterprise-grade security controls, trusted by 90% of the Fortune 100

Highly intuitive and user-friendly, Smartsheet can be deployed rapidly and provide value instantly:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intelligent sheets that interact in real-time with connected sheets to cross-reference and update
information, with powerful automation to send alerts, generate updates or move data
Simple forms with logic for consistent data entry, feedback, questionnaires or updates
Powerful reports that consolidate specified information with user-defined views
Real-time dashboards summarising key business data how you want it
Mobile so you can access and collaborate on the move
Fully integrated with all major systems of record and productivity apps your teams use everyday,
unifying all of the work across your organization on a single platform

With use-cases across all industries and functions, see how organisations across the world leverage the
power of Smartsheet to gain competitive advantage: www.smartsheet.com/customers

Roche: “we have seen productivity increases within our product project management
organization of 30% and 40%. Same head count, more projects, more improved customer
experiences, simply by eliminating waste and utilizing a more efficient platform.”
For an exploratory conversation on how Smartsheet could benefit your organisation, from employee and
supplier onboarding, marketing campaign and inventory management, approving proofs or PMO, and how
we can help accelerate its implementation and adoption, contact Rich Coles rich@prodactive.co.uk
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